INTRODUCTION
The object of this study in this paper is the corner cut polyhedron, which we define as follows: be the set of n-element subsets of N and let be its finite subset of generated by all monomials x s x иии x with u s u ,...,u g Here the point is that the dimension d is not fixed. A key observation is In Section 5 we apply our combinatorial results to Grobner bases of point configurations, starting with Theorem 5.0. We explicitly determine the universal Grobner basis for any n points in d-space, and we show thaẗ its cardinality is polynomial in n for fixed d.
The following example illustrates the objects of study. Let d s 2, n s 6.
This is the first instance when the map
injective. ,..., . Proof. We use induction on n. The case n F 2 is trivial. Choose
Ž. 4
u s u ,...,u g such that _ u is a staircase of cardinality n y 1.
There are Ł u q 1 y 1 nonnegative vectors strictly below u. Each of
By induction, the coordinate sum of Ý_ u is at most , and hence
the desired inequality follows from 2.1 and q n y 1 s . 
holds for any staircase , with equality if and only if s Let w be the smallest real number such that ࠻¨g N : w и¨F w G n. 
affine span of is a translate of the affine span of
dim H . This proves a . wx 4
Next, suppose w is nonnegative and
, whereas w и Ý ) 0 otherwise. This shows that w is minimized
at Ý precisely when Ý g P l R . Hence b follows.
Finally, c holds since if w has a negative coordinate then it is
We similarly describe the facial structure and normal fan of the staircase polytope. prove part c . Let ␣ and I be as above. Then the inequality 2.2 holds for
every staircase g . By Lemma 2.1, the last inequality in 2.2 is stair n strict unless is some
. By definition of I, the middle inequality in 
The set of¨ertices of P and the set of¨ertices of Q equal
The face poset of Q is obtained from the face poset of P as follow:
4. The simplex conv и e ,..., и e and its faces of dimension
G 1 are added.
RECOGNIZING CORNER CUTS
In this section a polynomial time algorithm is given for deciding whether a staircase is a corner cut. Here the staircase is represented either by
its subset max of maximal elements, or by the set min N _ of
minimal elements in its complement. We identity min N _ with the set 
Ž .
Since a staircase is, by definition, nonempty and finite, the set min N _ contains a positive multiple of each unit vector. This gives the following ''corner cut criterion.'' LEMMA 3. Ž. 
remains to show that it contains min N _ . Consider any u g min N _ Ž i.
Ž.
and assume u is its last positive coordinate. Let s¨,...,¨:¨s
,...,¨g be the projection of to N . Then is Borel fixed
and max s¨,...,¨,0,...,0 :¨,...,¨g max . Further,
u ,...,u g min . Part a applied to in N shows u ,...,u s 
Proof. The second inequality is clear from part b of Proposition 3.5.
The first inequality follows from part a of Proposition 3.5 and the fact
that, being finite, the set min N _ contains at least d y 1 vectors with zero last coordinate.
Corollary 3.6 stands in contrast to Proposition 3.2 and the results in wx Agn for general staircases. It shows that Borel fixed staircases are much more nicely behaved than general staircases. We are now prepared to prove the complexity result stated in the Introduction.
Proof of Theorem 3.0. We describe an algorithm for deciding whether a given staircase is a corner cut, and, as we go along, we shall argue that all steps can be done in polynomial time in the bit size of the input. We only explain how this is done for the case when is represented by
max , where we make use of condition 3.1 of Lemma 3.4 and part b
of Proposition 3.5. The case when is represented by min N _ is
analogous and makes use of condition 3.2 of Lemma 3.4 and part a of Proposition 3.5 instead. The first step is to decide whether is Borel fixed after some permutation of the variables, and in the affirmative case, apply such a permutation. for all¨g max . This shows that condition 3.1 fails for the coordinate order specified by , contradicting the choice of . So if a permutation was not found then is not a corner cut by Lemma 3.3 and we are done. Assume now that a permutation had been found and applied to the coordinates, so that is Borel fixed. We can then determine
min N _ by Proposition 3.5 b , in polynomial time cf. Corollary 3.6 .
Having at hand now both max and min N _ , we can write down the Remark 3.8. Based on this criterion, Boshernitzan and Fraenkel gave a quadratic algorithm for recognizing nonhomogeneous spectra of numbers, wx which is basically our algorithm for d s 2. Later, in BF2 , they refined it to a linear time algorithm. A natural question is whether a linear time recognition algorithm for corner cuts exists in any dimension.
COUNTING AND ENUMERATING CORNER CUTS
In this section we discuss the number of corner cuts N . This cut n number grows polynomially with n for fixed d, while the number of Borel fixed staircases is exponential even in the plane. We also show that in fixed dimension all n-element corner cuts can be efficiently enumerated. For the upper bound we shall make use of the following classical result. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.0. The bound just proved, which relies on Theorem 2.0, is much better
than the bound of On which one can derive from results on separable
partitions se AO . 
corresponds to the staircase given by
The sequence describes the directions ''Right'' and ''Down'' while walking on the boundary of N d _ . The following characterization of planar Borel fixed staircases is straightforward. 
2.
Proof. Given n G 15, let k be the largest integer such that n G 12k 2 
s 1 q z q 3z 2 q 6 z 3 q 13z 4 q 24 z 5 q 48 z 6 q .... To the best of our knowledge no such formulas are known for d G 4.
Is it possible to find an explicit formula for the generating function Ž. the set of corner cuts and the set of¨ertices P using n arithmetic of all separable subsets of N is determined by the collection of ࠻ that Q s conv V and g T T is a corner cut if and only if Ý is a vertex n Ž.
Ž.
of conv V .So g T T is a corner cut if and only if Ý f conv U for every
, hence ࠻V FF n , and there are
U of V. Therefore, the set of corner cuts : T T and the corresponding boundary it restricts to the bijection between and the vertices of Q . 
THE GROBNER BASES OF A POINT CONFIGURATION 4
Let k be an infinite field and let P P s p ,..., p be a configuration of
corresponds to a maximal ideal Mp s x y p ,..., x y p in the
polynomial ring kxs kx,..., x . The configuration P P is an algebraic Thus I is the radical ideal consisting of those polynomials f g kx which
For any nonnegative vector w in R , the initial ideal in I is the
ideal of w-leading forms in f where f runs over I . We call two
Ž. 
Ž. wx
Grobner fan if and only if in I is a monomial ideal; see BM, MR, Stu .
In this section we construct a convex polyhedron state P P in R whose wx Ž.
normal fan equals the Grobner fan of I . Following BM we call state P P P P the state polyhedron of P P. We thus obtain a one-to-one-to-one-to-one correspondence between the following objects:
Ž. a the distinct reduced Grobner bases of the ideal I ; The expression P P is defined only up to sign, since and P P are regarded as unordered sets. This is notationally more convenient. Note
that all n! terms in the expansion in the determinant P P are distinct monomials in the p . This implies ij wx Ž.
LEMMA 5.1. The determinant P P is a nonzero polynomial in the dn ariables p . ij wx Ž.
We call a point configuration P P generic if P P / 0 for all corner cuts The result stated in the Introduction Theorem 5.0 is an immediate corollary to the following more general theorem.
Ž.
THEOREM 5.2. The normal fan of state P P equals the Grobner fan of I .
This is a polynomial in kx which is well defined up to sign. By Laplace expansion,
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We claim that the following seven statements are equivalent for a vector
Ž. wx Ž.
1 P P / 0 and the linear functional¨¬ w и¨is minimized Ž.
over state P P at Ý,
2 P P / 0 and ᭙ g :
The implications 1 m 2 m 3 m 4 m 5 are straightforward. The algebra. To see the implication 5 « 6 , it suffices to note that f u Ž. Ž.
vanishes at each point in P P and hence f g I . The statements 6 and 7
are equivalent because both ideals M and in I are Artinian of w P P wx colength n in kx. Hence if one of them contains the order, then they are equal.
Ž. Ž.
To complete the proof of our claim, we next show 7 « 4 . Suppose
that 7 holds. Then the set x , x ,..., x is k-linearly independent Ž j .
modulo I . This implies that the n = n-matrix p has rank n, and hence
u its determinant P P is nonzero. Therefore x is the unique monomial Ž.
appearing in the expansion of f which lies in M s in I . Since
f g I , we conclude in f s x , and 4 is proved. 
Ž.
Proof. For n s 7, d s 2, the map 4.1 is injective. The 15 partitions of the number 7 are mapped to the following 15 distinct points, the first eight of which are the vertices of Q 2 : 7 vertices: 21, 0 , 15, 1 , 11, 2 , 7, 4 , 4, 7 , 2, 11 , 1, 15 , 0, 21 Ž. Ž. Ž. Ž . Ž . Ž. Ž. Ž.
not vertices: 10, 3 , 9, 3 , 6, 5 , 6, 6 , 5, 6 , 3, 9 , 3, 10 . Ž . Ž. Ž. Ž. Ž. Ž. Ž .
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No subset of 11 points among these 15 is in convex position. This shows Ž.
F 7, 2 F 10. Consider the 10 points which are not underlined. They are in convex position, and each of them is smaller than the other nine with respect to some positive linear functional. We shall present a configuration P P of 7 2 Ž.
points in R such that state P P has precisely these 10 vertices. This will Ž.
imply F 7, 2 G 10 and thus complete the proof. Set where ␣ , ␤ ; 1.82997, 1.82448 is the unique real solution of the two equations 1468␣ y 2␤ 2 q 141␤ y 2937 s 4␤ 3 q 2112␤ 2 q 1578145␤ y 2886359 s 0.
wx Ž.
This configuration satisfies P P s 0 when is any of the partitions 1 q 1 q 2 q 3, 1 q 2 q 4, or 1 q 1 q 1 q 4. The points Ý representing Ž. Ž. Ž.
these three partitions are 7, 4 , 4, 7 , and 6, 6 . The other 12 partitions wx Ž.
satisfying P P / 0. Among the 12 points Ý representing these 12 Ž. Ž.
partitions, only the two underlined points 10, 3 and 3, 10 are not Ž.
extreme. Therefore the vertices of state P P are exactly the 10 nonunderlined points. We point out that the computational results in Sections 3 and 4 can now be translated into algorithms for the Grobner bases theory. In particular, Theorem 3.0 gives a polynomial time algorithm for deciding whether a Ž.
given monomial ideal M is the initial ideal in I of the generic point w P P configuration P P in affine d-space with respect to some term order w.I n the affirmative case it produces a suitable term order w. The point here is that d varies.
If we fix the number of variables d, then Proposition 4.6 together with Corollary 5.4 gives a polynomial time algorithm for computing a universal Grobner basis of I .
P P
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